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F ragmentation of care and consequent lack of continuity of care are key issues in primary care. Continuity of care is a defining attribute of primary care, 1 and concern regarding increasing fragmentation/poor continuity of care in primary care has often been expressed. 2 Continuity of care is particularly important for patients with multimorbidity, but there is evidence that continuity of care is inversely associated with multimorbidity in primary care. 3 While previous qualitative research has explored patients' perceptions of continuity of care, 4 the linked study by Kern et al. 5 adds to our understanding of why and how care fragmentation occurs, and how it affects primary healthcare delivery.
Kern et al. used a qualitative methodology to triangulate patient and clinician perspectives of causes and consequences of care fragmentation in patients with multimorbidity (> two chronic conditions). The authors found a range of perceived causes and consequences operating at patient, provider, healthcare organization, and healthcare environment levels. An overarching finding was that fragmentation and its sequelae are complex and not just Ba function of sicker patients seeing more providers.^5
Their qualitative methodology (including the ideasgeneration afforded by a focus group format) has resulted in a fine-grained, nuanced understanding of the drivers and consequences of fragmentation of care in primary care patients with multimorbidity. The importance of these findings is that they could inform practice and policy at the levels of individual patient/healthcare provider interaction, healthcare facility, and wider health systems.
There are limitations, however, to interpreting and using these findings to frame practice and policy in addressing fragmentation of care in primary care. The major issue is how transferable the findings are to other settings, especially other healthcare systems internationally (including healthcare systems with very different healthcare funding/insurance systems). That the study was conducted in a single academic hospital-based primary care practice, and that sampling was not purposive, raises concerns in this area. Clinicians, administrators, and policy-makers should carefully consider the contextual information regarding the study setting presented in the paper in evaluating the implications of the results. Contextualized, the study findings may usefully inform responses to fragmentation of care in their practices and systems.
